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n November 2004, Mosul, Iraq, was home to many displaced enemy fighters from Falluja and street gangs who
roamed the city streets practicing the art of terror. During this time, an estimated 200 bodies were discovered dumped
in the streets. As U.S. military forces began to plan their assault to take back the city from the fighters and gangs,

Army Lieutenant Colonel Erik Kurilla quickly recognized that his personnel desperately needed intelligence to understand and
defeat the threat they were facing.

Kurilla knew that the Army practice was to reserve high-end intelligence for consumption at higher echelon levels. He also
understood that the intelligence he and his battalion were receiving had a limited shelf life and often expired before his
personnel could consume it. To resolve this challenge, he immediately increased his intelligence element from 5 personnel to
more than 25 by converting infantry soldiers to intelligence officers. Considered a bold and counterintuitive move by many,
Kurilla’s innovative approach undoubtedly saved lives and was a critical factor in wresting control of Mosul from the
insurgents.

Kurilla’s experience highlights a very important lesson for law enforcement professionals.1 To be effective, they must often
challenge the status quo of doing business and find alternative ways to accomplish goals. Such was the case with the New
Jersey State Police (NJSP) as they fought gun violence in their state.

Solving Gun Crimes

While it may seem obvious, consider for a moment what is at stake and what is required to solve gun crimes.

Law enforcement investigates violent crimes in which victims are killed or injured with firearms in order to bring justice to the
victims and their families and peace to their neighborhoods. Success is achieved when an investigation leads to the
identification and apprehension of violent criminals.

When it comes to the identification and apprehension of criminals using firearms, the process is basically the same the world
over: police must collect the pertinent pieces of information and evidence; establish the elements of the offense; and work to
identify, arrest, and prosecute the responsible parties.

However, a successful firearm crime in-vestigation takes a well-coordinated team involving local, state, and federal law
enforcement; forensic experts; and prosecutors. All of them manage the many handshakes and handoffs of data and
information that is needed to successfully identify, apprehend, and convict the perpetrator.

Crimes such as murder and assault generally fall under the jurisdiction of a state and are managed within its criminal justice
system. Within these systems there are many interdependent stakeholder partners at the various state, county, and local
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government levels. They respond to and investigate crimes, collect and analyze evidence, develop and manage intelligence,
adjudicate cases, and administer justice.

Certain crimes—those involving the use of firearms and drugs, for example—can also fall under the jurisdiction of the federal
government and affect additional stakeholders who possess different assets, as well as special capabilities.

For example, the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) possesses a wide variety of firearm-
specific investigative resources and expertise that can be indispensable to the successful investigation of crimes involving the
use of firearms. For example, in addition to its special agents, industry operations investigators, and professional support
staff, the ATF has the National Tracing Center and eTrace for tracing the transaction history of confiscated crime guns and
the National Integrated Ballistics Information Network (NIBIN) Program for linking crimes, guns, and suspects through
computer-assisted analysis of fired evidence and test fires from crime guns and more.2

Therefore, a collaboration of all of the affected stakeholders who possess expertise and experience in the area of firearm
crime investigation can significantly increase the chances of successfully solving the crime.

The Status Quo

In late 2013, the NJSP found itself in a difficult position. The Camden County Metro Police Department was clamoring for
quicker turnarounds on NIBIN analysis related to their crime gun submissions. At the same time, New Jersey Governor Chris
Christie had passed legislation requiring law enforcement officers to ensure that crime guns were traced and entered into
NIBIN within a reasonable time frame, which meant hours, not months as the state was used to.3 The NJSP were now on the
hook for addressing both backlogs and increasing performance.

Some years prior, a decision was made within the NJSP to close three regional ballistic labs in favor of a single state-of-the-
art centralized lab. The decision made sense from an efficiency perspective, but, in the long run, it lead to many law
enforcement agencies opting not to make the drive to deliver their crime guns for processing.

Furthermore, the crime gun processing protocol in place at the time was not optimized to help generate timely information
with the potential to speed up and advance ongoing investigations. Instead of letting each crime gun tell its story through
NIBIN and eTrace, guns were signed in, given a number, and placed on a shelf to await processing.

After all, what was the hurry? Court cases took months, if not years, to come about—if they ever did at all. So the processing
of crime guns by NJSP ballistics personnel was in line with a system that was focused purely on presenting evidence for
prosecution.

The NJSP Ballistics Unit dates back to 1938. It had a great reputation over the years, not only within the ballistic community
circles, but also among federal, state, and local law enforcement organizations operating in New Jersey who relied on the
NJSP to process their weapons for court cases. Yet, even with this elevated reputation, urban area police departments in
northern New Jersey that wanted faster NIBIN turnaround times turned to other ballistics labs in the region for service. Their
search for faster NIBIN results was grounded in their need for more timely and actionable intelligence that could help them
identify an armed criminal and perhaps prevent the next shooting.

For at least 10 months, commanders in the NJSP tried to figure out how to hasten the process of entering crime guns into
NIBIN to meet the requirement of a reasonable time frame. The 10-month turnaround time was not acceptable for an
investigator looking to pursue leads and certainly not consistent with a now two-year-old law requiring NJ law enforcement
agencies to conduct the following checks on all recovered crime guns: (1) the National Crime Information Center System—to
determine whether a firearm has been reported stolen; (2) the ATF eTrace System—to establish the identity of a firearm’s first
purchaser; and (3) the National Integrated Ballistics Identification Network—to ascertain whether a particular firearm is
related to any other criminal event or person.”4

Demanding the NJSP ballistic lab expedite its NIBIN processing had the same result Lieutenant Colonel Kurilla faced when
he expected the headquarters to provide intelligence in real-time to his field personnel—it just did not happen. For those
doing the work, the status quo was too difficult to change. To get results, commanders needed a new bag of tricks.
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A New Approach

Frustrated by a lack of improvement and mounting backlogs, the NJSP leadership had recognized that the current process
was not meeting law enforcement’s needs or the state law requirements. Despite the wasted time of trying to work within the
current system, the frustration felt by everyone involved would lead to a very important thought: Why not map out what the
current crime gun process looked like?

Commanders, in a most unconventional manner, opted to bring together investigators and ballistics personnel to map out the
current process flow. Once the process was delineated, it became extremely clear as to where the choke points were located
—and, more importantly, what work was needed to eliminate them. New workarounds were formulated that could expedite
the critical processes.

The process mapping exercise led to the realization that the current methods employed to process crime guns were not in
any way aimed at premonitory alerting over potential leads or preventing future violent crime, but instead were wed to the
much slower and cumbersome evidentiary process needed for prosecution at trial.

What resulted from the process mapping assessment and requisite modification was the introduction of the Rapid
Assessment into NIBIN (RAIN) protocol. Almost overnight, the crime gun processing turnaround times could be measured in
days instead of months. And, just as quickly, improved relationships began to develop between investigators and the NJSP
Ballistic Unit. The ballistic unit technicians now found themselves working directly with investigators on open cases.

In August 2015, after the new protocol had been implemented, the NJSP Marine Unit was dispatched to the report of a gun
found in the mud along the shoreline of the Delaware Bay. The rusted gun was recovered by troopers and submitted the
following day to the ballistics unit, in accordance with the recently adopted RAIN protocol. Within 24 hours, the gun was
linked through NIBIN to two shootings, including a homicide that had recently occurred in a neighboring jurisdiction. As a
direct result of the timely information sharing, enough evidence was developed to charge a suspect in the recent homicide.
Taking violent suspects off of the street in a matter of days or weeks, as opposed to months, has undoubtedly prevented
additional crimes from occurring.

Advancing a Crime Gun Intelligence Program

The essence of crime gun intelligence is the belief that every crime gun holds a story. Investigators can simply do their job
better with more information, evidence, and knowledge. In the law enforcement community, though, getting intelligence is
much easier said than done. There are many institutional gaps and cultural hurdles to the timely development and
dissemination of intelligence.

For crime guns, specifically, valuable information comes from a variety of sources, such as street information, video
surveillance, intelligence, crime scene forensics, laboratory analysis, ATF trace results, and so forth. So how can all of this
information be developed in a timely manner and, more importantly, be accessible in a quick and easy way for those that
need it most—the case detectives?

After constant evaluation and adjustments to the RAIN protocol, the NJSP has accomplished the following thus far:

Recognizing that a successful crime gun intelligence program must be built upon a regional perspective, the NJSP, in
conjunction with the New Jersey Attorney General’s Advocacy Institute, sponsored four regional symposiums to
create awareness about the new law and share information about the new protocols in place with law enforcerment
agencies, forensic specialists, and prosecutors across the state. In addition, a video was produced entitled No Gun
Left Behind: New Jersey’s Inside-out Approach to Gun Crime, which chronicled their efforts in developing their new
program.5

To foster more collaboration, the seven New Jersey ballistics laboratories formed a Community of Interest Group. The
group meets regularly to share information, trends, and expertise. This community has become vital to the early
success of the state’s efforts.
Realizing one of the biggest choke points in the process was the physical delivery of evidence to the centralized
laboratory, the NJSP created regional drop-off locations for ballistics evidence. Agencies operating in the northern and
southern reaches of the state now have the option of delivering evidence to a location within their region.
The NJSP has assigned a new analyst to the Ballistics Unit. The analyst serves as a critical liaison to investigators in
the field to help ensure patterns and associations are identified and disseminated in a timely manner. Analytical
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IACP RESOLUTION:
Regional Crime Gun 
Processing Protocols

RESOLVED, that the IACP views regionally applied crime gun and evidence
processing protocols as a best practice for the investigation of firearm-
related crimes and encourages law enforcement officials, prosecuting
attorneys, and forensic experts to collaborate on the design of mutually
agreeable protocols best suited for their region.

The protocols should address each of the following critical areas:

The thorough investigation of each gun-related crime, including the
safe and proper collection of all crime guns & related evidence.
The performance of appropriate NCIC transactions (e.g., stolen,
recovered).
The timely and comprehensive tracing of all crime guns through ATF
& eTrace.
The timely processing of crime gun test fires and ballistics evidence
through NIBIN.
The timely lab submission and analysis of other forensic data from
crime guns and related evidence (e.g., DNA, latent fingerprints, trace
evidence).
The generation, dissemination and investigative follow-up of the
intelligence derived from the application of the regional protocols.

support is also offered to investigators on complex investigations involving multiple cases.
The NJ Ballistics Community of Interest members have established a close working relationship with the NJ Regional
Operations and Intelligence Center, and ATF in New Jersey. The allied partnership between the local, county, state
agencies, and the ATF has served to underpin the program’s early successes because of the increased information
and intelligence flow among all parties.
Recognizing that real-time and continuous communication is key to successful operations, as soon as a potential or
confirmed NIBIN hit is developed by any of the ballistics laboratories in the state, a standardized NIBIN alert is
distributed to a defined group of police commanders, investigators, and prosecutors for instant awareness. The
ballistics laboratories are also entering all cases, including NIBIN hits between cases, in an easy-to-use, web-based
firearm incident management program. This allows detectives and analysts instant information regarding cases,
suspects, victims, locations, and other details for all gun crimes occurring within the state. This searchable database
brings all of the data—case information, scene information, and forensics—together in one easy-to-search place.
Thinking and acting together with its partner agencies such as the ATF, the NJSP created a specialized unit to
investigate the gun crimes having the biggest impact upon public safety on a statewide level. Understanding crime
gun intelligence requires a special skill set among investigators. Much like the use of DNA in the late 1980s, many
investigators are just now learning about how crime gun intelligence can help solve their cases. Targeting the state’s
worst gun crimes and most violent criminals with a specialized group of trained detectives will be the big hammer
needed to break the cycle of gun violence.

Do You Know Where the Gun in
Your Murder Case Is Tonight?

Criminals move around geographically, and
evidence of their crimes is often scattered
across city, state, and, sometimes, national
boundaries. It has been shown time and time
again that even seemingly insignificant
firearm-related events can provide the
missing link to solving gun crimes. A
successful murder investigation in a
metropolitan area could very well hinge upon
the actions of a police officer in a rural town
20 miles away investigating a vandalized stop
sign used for “target practice” or finding a gun
tossed by the roadside. Therefore, a regional
approach to the collection and management
of firearm-related evidence is often essential
to a successful firearms investigation.

The New Jersey Crime Gun Intelligence
Program maps directly to the best practices
discussed by the International Association of
Chiefs of Police (IACP) in its 2012 resolution
entitled “Regional Crime Gun Processing
Protocols” and in Forensic Technology’s
publication, The 13 Critical Tasks: An
Insideout Approach to Solving More Gun Crime.6 RAIN ensured that every crime gun being processed by the NJSP Ballistic
Unit would be given heightened priority by guaranteeing that the NIBIN examination was placed on the front end of the
process as opposed to the back end.

Impacting the Shooting Environment

Just as each leg of a three-legged stool depends on the other two to do their part to carry the load, a properly balanced
combination of people, processes, and technology is needed to solve crime in society. Finding this blend and applying it
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appropriately will require a deliberate and collaborative effort on the part of all stakeholders.

In addition to the ongoing efforts throughout New Jersey, well-balanced crime gun intelligence initiatives are also in operation
in other regions of the United States. Many of these programs involve federal, state, and local agency partnerships such as
ATF’s Crime Gun Intelligence Centers (CGICs). Many extend across cities and counties, and other initiatives even extend
across states and territories, such as the ATF’s Crime Gun Intelligence Centers in Boston. Massachusetts, which
encompasses all of New England; Miami, Florida, which extends to Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands; and Washington,
D.C.

There are media reports daily of cases being solved through the outstanding efforts of dedicated people who execute sound
processes leveraged for speed and efficiency and use innovative programs like NIBIN. Whether it’s a murder in New Jersey
solved through a NIBIN link to a double murder in Seattle, Washington; a triple murder of a teenage mother and her two
babies solved through a combination of NIBIN hits, fingerprints, and a robbery squad’s intelligence in New Orleans,
Louisiana; or the murder of a Washington, D.C., transit police officer solved through a NIBIN link to a gun seized by patrol
officers during a routine car stop in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, evidence of crime-solving success from robust crime gun
intelligence efforts can be easily found—and all those types of successes take is the willingness to innovate.

The cycle of gun violence occurs in many regions and jurisdictions. Director Anthony Ambrose of the Newark, New Jersey,
Police Department regularly reminds people that “today’s shooting suspect can quickly become tomorrow’s shooting victim.”7

His relentless follow-up on NIBIN leads has become legendary in New Jersey, and he has helped raised expectations across
the state’s ballistic labs. Because so many shooters become victims of gun violence themselves, a timely response to
shootings is critical to break the cycle and prevent more crimes. Harvard professor Anthony Braga, who has conducted a
great deal of research in this area, has also commented on the cycle, pointing out that “Street gangs tend to get caught up in
cycles of retribution. One shooting or one homicide tends to beget a series of homicides.”8

The consequences of repetitive gun violence in terms of human suffering and the fear that it generates among those who live
within its reach are why timeliness is paramount when it comes to crime gun intelligence processing and dissemination. The
longer it takes to trace a gun or search a test fire or piece of evidence through NIBIN, the longer it may take to identify the
shooter, who remains free to shoot and kill again (or be killed, as so often happens). Conversely, the more quickly a criminal
shooter can be identified and stopped, the more lives may be saved and more crimes may be prevented.

Conclusion

Lieutenant Colonel Erik Kurilla’s work in Mosul, Iraq, was nothing short of remarkable. In the face of an insurgency, he had to
find a new way of doing business. He had to challenge the status quo to meet his objectives while at the same time keep his
people safe. He needed intelligence in real time to better understand the shooting environment for which his men found
themselves immersed in daily. Law enforcement officers also find themselves in the cross fire of recidivist criminals who
resort to gun violence to settle scores, maintain market control, or steal from others. Police commanders operating in these
milieus must also find ways to challenge the status quo and innovate in order to successfully have an impact on their
operating environments.

The NJSP case study outlined in this article is one example of how commanders—guided by IACP best practices for
addressing gun crime across the affected region—set out to leverage people, processes, and technology to better
understand the shooting environment in New Jersey.

Faced with a 10-month turnaround for generating NIBIN leads to shooting investigators, the NJSP had to rethink how they
were doing business. The process they had for so long relied upon was aimed at prosecution and had not taken into account
the value of evidence-based intelligence that a robust crime gun processing protocol could provide to investigators.

Today, the NJSP Ballistics Program prides itself in ensuring an equal balance between prosecution and investigation. The
program accomplishes this by supporting prosecution through strict evidence-based standards, while also providing
investigators around the state with investigative leads to solve cases and, most importantly, providing them with premonitory
information to stop the next shooting. ♦

Notes:
1 Michael E. Kurilla (brigadier general, deputy director for special operations, U.S. Army), discussion with Ray Guidetti, April
7, 2016.
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2 According to the ATF, a “‘crime gun’ includes any firearm used in a crime or suspected to have been used in a crime. This
may include firearms abandoned or otherwise taken into law enforcement custody that are either suspected to have been
used in a crime or whose proper disposition can be facilitated through a firearms trace.” U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, Firearms Tracing Guide: Tracing Firearms to Reduce Violent Crime (National
Tracing Center, 2011), 5.
3 NJ Rev Stat § 52:17B-9.18 (2014).
4 Ibid.
5 New Jersey State Police, No Gun Left Behind: New Jersey’s Inside-out Approach to Gun Crime, video, September 2015.
6 Firearms Committee, “Regional Crime Gun Processing Protocols,” IACP Resolution adopted at the 119th Annual
Conference of the International Association of Chiefs of Police (San Diego, CA, October 3, 2012); Pete L. Gagliardi, The 13
Critical Tasks: An Inside-Out Approach to Solving More Gun Crime, 2nd ed. (Cote St-Luc, QC: Forensic Technology Inc.,
2014).
7 Anthony Ambrose (public safety director, Newark, New Jersey), discussion with Ray Guidetti, April 8, 2016.
8Anthony A. Braga, interview by Molly Lanzarotta, Harvard University, March 21, 2006, quoted in Gagliardi, The 13 Critical
Tasks: An Inside-Out Approach to Solving More Gun Crime, 1.
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